Wiesbadener Brief

Dear Friends of Wiesbaden,
I am sitting at my desk on a dull November day,
looking out at the Hessian State capital and writing
to you for the first time on behalf of the Friends of
Wiesbaden Foundation. However, even when the sky
is overcast, the last leaves on the trees still radiate
their wonderful colours. My thoughts briefly wander
back to the warmer season, when it‘s so pleasant to
sit outside, as in our picture near the Marktkirche,
but Christmas time, when you should get this letter,
also has a great deal of beauty to offer – I can see
the Wiesbaden Fleur-de-lis in front of me, creations
in light are bathing the Sternschnuppenmarkt on
Schlossplatz in a really special light. This Wiesbaden
trademark during Advent, just like the Rheingau Wine

Week, has long been a magnet for visitors. Wies
baden is becoming ever more attractive in general.
Would you like to know what happened in the city to
which you are so attached in 2012? Some large
building sites come into view, of course. Many long
established Wiesbadeners can hardly believe it;
after decades during which the Platz der deutschen
Einheit (formerly Boseplatz) was an eyesore in the
middle of the city, things really got going. As already
announced in 2012, a sports hall is being built here,
not just for the Elly-Heuss students, but also in
particular for the successful Volleyball-Club Wiesbaden (VCW) team, which needs it so urgently. The
young ladies play in the German First Division. The

many heated discussions now belong in the past;
the laborious foundation work has been completed
and the hall, as well as commercial and office buildings, can now reach upwards. The inauguration will
follow in 2014. There is also pleasing news about the
Mauritiusgalerie, the passage that had been empty
for years on the boundary of the pedestrian area. The
city itself brought this fiasco to an end. The solution
of accommodating the City Library, Music Library
and Media Centre here after the conversion makes
sense. There is no question that the property also
needs shops, in addition to the municipal facilities. In
any case, a revived Mauritiusgalerie will also benefit
the beautifully renovated, but unfortunately too little
frequented, shopping street „Kleine Schwalbacher“.
Oh yes, the neighbouring, less presentable CityPassage, bought years ago by an Irish investor but
then neglected, will now be largely rebuilt after all.
The Stadtentwicklungsgesellschaft (SEG or urban
development agency) has an active management role,
as it does at the Platz der deutschen Einheit, the
Mauritiusgalerie and for other large projects. This
gives reason to hope, if the investor stays on the ball.
Our Mayor has been pressing ahead and is actively
engaged in many different things – without letting it
seem like blind activism; as you may know, the CDU
politician has to stand for re-election in February
2013. The SPD, currently in a Grand Coalition with
CDU, is putting forward the current parliamentary
party chairman, Sven Gerich, but other candidates
also want to win over the voters.
Back to the cityscape: „The city is not a museum,
it has to be able to develop“, but in doing so the
cultural historical capital must remain untouched.
This is what the Mayor said in the summer when he
announced that, like many other cities, Wiesbaden
would be getting an advisory committee for design.
These independent experts will be obliged to protect
the cityscape, but, above all, it‘s intended that they
will support Wiesbaden in its application to become
a UN World Heritage Site as the „European Metropolis of Society Culture in the 19th Century“.
What has become of the intensively discussed rebuilding of the Rhein-Main-Hallen? Now at least the
location is finally clear. The old location on FriedrichEbert-Allee and Rheinstrasse will be the new location.
The idea of building in Wilhelmstrasse, where the
City Museum has been a long time coming, is off the
table. The new congress building will be opened with
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the tried and tested unique selling proposition in the
middle of the city. The result of the international
architects‘ competition will be presented in May 2013.
There is great happiness in the Kulturzentrum
Schlachthof near Mainzer Strasse: The new hall has
been completed on time and the opening concert
took place on the state-of-the-art stage in November.
„Supporting a cultural centre like the Schlachthof in
this manner has sent a signal nationwide,“ said longstanding Schlachthof stalwart, Gerhard Schulz, when
assessing the municipal commitment.
Let‘s move to the Marktkirche, which is now 150
years old. The „Nassau State Cathedral“, consecrated
on 13th November 1862 as the main protestant church,
was celebrated with a range of events. Appropriate
for the occasion, the book „Himmlische Türme“
(Heavenly Towers) was published, in which the editor
of the Wiesbadener Kurier, Manfred Gerber, presents
the exciting history of the church and the life of its
congregation. Axel Sawert contributed impressive
pictures for the work published by the „Monumente“
publisher, which specialises in protected monuments.
The Marktkirche, built in accordance with plans by
Carl Boos, is seen as the „Pearl of Romantic Histo
ricism“ and is one of the many attractions for guests
to Wiesbaden. The city can be pleased both with how
tourism has developed and how the population of
Wiesbaden is expected to grow by 2030, countering
the national trend. In addition, according to a current
survey, purchasing power is 13.4% above the national average.
The Americans are increasingly contributing to this.
It has recently been recorded that more and more
American citizens stationed in Wiesbaden go shopping at German retailers. With the move of the European Headquarters of the US Army from Heidelberg
to Wiesbaden, about 2000 new fellow citizens are
expected by 2015. This has been announced by the
residential development, „Newman Village“, near
the airfield in Erbenheim, which was officially in
augurated in the summer. 326 houses have been built
here. The new command centre is also finished. Up
to 19,000 members of the army will be living in Wiesbaden by 2015.
Just a few more quick highlights from Wiesbaden:
Just imagine, during the 25-hour run in the Kurpark,
wild boar actually appeared. Don‘t worry, there were
no close encounters, just a lot of wariness!

New cultural centre: The „Schlachthof“
primarily attracts the young.

Will be built by 2014: Sports hall and shopping centre
on the Platz der deutschen Einheit.
Already inaugurated:
The „Newman Village“
for American families.

Acclaimed in Wiesbaden:
Anna Netrebko and Erwin Schrott.

Will be awarded again in 2013:
Leonardo Schul-Award.
Party mood: The Rheingau Wine
Week is still a magnet for visitors.

Tradition: The Whitsun Horse
Show is internationally significant.

On the way: Wiesbaden is applying
to become a UNESCO World Heritage Site

Sporting highlights, such as Ironman 70.3 or the
Whitsun Horse Show in the Schlosspark in Biebrich,
have attracted attention to Wiesbaden, as did the
concert given by Anna Netrebko with her husband,
Erwin Schrott, on the Bowling Green.
Wiesbaden has also had a new partner city since this
autumn: Fatih is a part of Istanbul which, as a proclamation by its Mayor Mustafa Demir emphasises, „has
made itself a city with its mix of peoples, religions
and cultures“. 17% of Wiesbaden‘s inhabitants have
Turkish roots. There was also a partner city anniversary in 2012: 25 years of Wiesbaden-Breslau.
Now for a glance at the Wiesbaden Foundation and
the Friends of the Wiesbaden Foundation asso
ciation: As you know, it emerged from the steepedin-tradition, 150 year-old Kur and Verkehrsverein.
It was most recently run by Christina Sommerfeld
with great dedication. The 150 years are the occasion for Thomas Michel, who heads the Wiesbaden
Foundation and the „Friends“, to send out invitations
to a ceremony. The commitment shown will then be
honoured with an exhibition in August 2013. This will
be dedicated to the Kur- und Verkehrsverein and the
Wiesbaden Foundation, which will be ten years old.
Ten years – no time at all in comparison with 150, but
the citizens‘ foundation has already done so much.
The Leonardo Schul-Award will be awarded in 2013

for the fifth time. This competition, oriented on teamwork, has long been an award-winning success story.
The BürgerKolleg (citizens‘ college) should also be
mentioned as an example here; it has offered voluntary workers the opportunity to gain qualifications freeof-charge since 2010 and has since become a sponsor
for similar projects in other towns and cities.
Whether it‘s the Wiesbaden Foundation, Friends of
the Wiesbaden Foundation or the Kur- und Verkehrsverein – all of them stand for something that is becoming more and more indispensable, civil commitment
in many facets.
And on that note we‘d like to
wish you all the best for 2013.

Ingeborg Salm-Boost

PS: I have accompanied the city as head of the local
editorial team of the Wiesbadener Kurier for more
than 20 years. I look at everything with a certain distance today, but not with any the less interest. Now, in
early retirement, I perceive the many beautiful sides
of Wiesbaden much more intensively!

Wiesbaden needs friends!
Document your bond with the city with your
membership and commitment to the Friends of
Wiesbaden Foundation and help in the practical
implementation of our ideas.
Aims of the Association
• Promoting civil commitment
• Art and culture

• Monument protection and preservation
• Environmental and nature protection
• The history of the city, local traditions
Our connection to the Wiesbaden Foundation?
The idea is clear; what works well there, can also
work in our projects. We create synergies: From
citizens for citizens – two institutions for everyone.
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